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The projection conditions for the quotient gauge theory of the
D-brane world volume theory are studied for C3/Z3  Z3.The series
expansion solutions which satisfy these conditions are constructed and
they are shown to be incompatible with the F-flatness conditions for
the discrete torsion case.
1 Introduction
The strong/weak coupling duality,[1] enables one to introduce a D-brane
world volume theory (N =4 linear sigma model)dual to the ten dimensional
self dual type II B string theory of the fundamental string (N=4 conformal
eld theory)Also the blow down limit of the A-D-E series of the ’Asym-
totically Locally Euclidean’(ALE) gravitational instantons are the orbifolds
C2/Γ where Γ is a discrete subgroup of SU(2),[2; 3].Therefore the quotient
gauge theory of the D-brane probes located at the points of the orbifold C2/Γ
describes the self dual type II B string theory of the fundamental string in the
neighbourhood of an ALE gravitational instanton, [2; 4].This formulaton is
in corespondence with the Hyper’Ka¨hler Quotient’ formulation ,[5; 6] of the
ALE spaces which are also solutions of the II B string theory .The metric on
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the moduli space of the vacua of the quotient theory is the space-time met-
ric seen by the type II B string when it propagates on the ALE instanton,
[2; 4].Thus the orbifolded theory lays out the details of D-branes and the fun-
damental II B string on resolved ALE space-time background and generates
the ALE instantons as it’s moduli space.
In general the quotient world volume theories of D-branes on orbifolds
(M/Γ) at low energy regimes can be used to study the structure of the re-
solved orbifolds ,[2; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11] :Their moduli space correspond to the back-
ground geometry when the orbifold singularity is resolved.
In this paper by following the discussions of [12; 13] the D-brane gauge
theory for C3 /Z3  Z3 is presented.By using the irreducible projective rep-
resentation of Z3Z3 the general series expansion solution is constructed for
the projection conditions ,[13] of the quotient gauge theory of the D-branes
at orbifold points (U(3N) SYM theory,N being the number of independent
branes).It will be shown that the chiral superelds of the quotient gauge
theory which are constructed as series expansions in the regular represen-
tation are inconsistent with the F-flatness conditions of the discrete torsion
potential, [13; 14; 15] :In other words It is not possible to nd analytical (at
least analytical with in an annular region) solutions which will satisfy both
conditions.
2 D-branes on the Orbifold C3/Z3  Z3
2.1 The Quotient Gauge Theory
The discrete group Γ = Z3  Z3 has two generators (g1,e) and (e,g2) where
fg1g and fg2g are the generators of Z3 and feg is the identity element of
it.A general element of Z3Z3 can be written as ga1gb2 a,b 2 Z.We dene the
action of Z3  Z3 on C3 by using the generators as
g1(z1; z2; z3) = (z1,!
−1z2; !z3)
g2(z1; z2; z3) = (!z1,z2; !
−1z3)
(2.1)
The transformation matrices R(g) for c0 = R(g)c where c 2 C3 are di-
agonal.Here !3 = 1 and ! 2 C such that ( [!] ; [!2] ; [1]) is the irreducible
representation of Z3 in which fg1g or fg2g goes to f!g.
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In order to construct the quotient gauge theory of N independent D-
branes on C3/Z3Z3 one starts with 9N D-branes on C3 whose world volume
theory is U (9N) SYM with N =4 in d=4,[13] .The quotient gauge theory
over the orbifold is achieved by introducing the projection conditions for the
gauge and the scalar elds for all the group elements g 2 Z3  Z3
A(x) = γ(g)A(x0)γ(g)−1
Z i(x) = Rij(g)γ(g)Z
j(x0)γ(g)−1
(2.2)
When the elds which satisfy these conditions are put in the original the-
ory we obtain the quotient gauge theory.Due to the space-time action (2.1)
this is N =1 U( 3N) SYM theory.The action of the projection operators γ(g)
is accompanied with the action on the space-time variable x 2 C3 as in
(2.1).For discrete torsion case the representation of the group Γ = Z3  Z3
which acts on the Chan-Paton indices in (2.2) must be a projective represen-
tation ,[12; 13] such that γ(g1)γ(g2) = 
2mγ(g1g2):When 
2m is a primitive n
th root of unity (gcd(m,n)=1) Z3  Z3 has a unique irreducible projective
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It can be veried that γ1(g1)γ1(g2) = !γ1(g2)γ1(g1). This representation
is equivalent to the case when there is a single independent D-brane .When
there are N independent D-branes in (2.1) we should use a general represen-
tation where γ3N = γ1 ⊗ 13N .When the elds (A; Z i) which satisfy (2.2) are
considered in the original U (9N) SYM the quotient gauge theory is achieved
which is U (3N) SYM,(N =1 in d = 4) with three chiral superelds fZ ig
i = 1; 2; 3:The superpotential of the minimal discrete torsion is
W = tr(Z1(Z2Z3 − !−1Z3Z2)): (2.4)
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The F-flatness conditions for this potential are
Z iZj − !−1ZjZ i = 0 i > j; (2.5)




Z i; Z iy

= 0: (2.6)
The quotient gauge theory which contains the three complex structure
deformations of the orbifold as explained in ,[13] is constructed by deforming




 iZ i (2.7)
where  i are complex constants.The new superpotential gives the modied F-
flatness conditions while the D-flatness condition (2.6) does not change.The
new F-flatness conditions become
Z iZj − !−1ZjZ i = −k i > j > k (2.8)
2.2 The Series Expansion Solutions of the Projection
Conditions
The superpotentials Z1; Z2; Z3 2 C1(C3)⊗M99 of the quotient gauge the-
ory over C3/Z3Z3 in the regular representation must satisfy the projection
conditions (2.2) for all the elements of the group Γ = Z3Z3:For our purpose
of denoting the incompatibility of the F-flatness conditions (2.8) and the pro-
jection conditions (2.2) we will consider only the projection under the two
generators of Γ = Z3  Z3 namely f(g1; e) ; (e; g2)g :When we consider only


















The series expansion of the matrix solutions Z i which are functions of
three complex variables and which satisfy (2.9),(2.10) and (2.11) are parti-








A i = 1; 2; 3: (2.12)
where Ai; Bi; Ci 2 C1(C3)⊗M33:The denitions of these matrices and
the series expansions of the functions which compose them are given in the
Appendix.We should emphasize one property of the component functions
ff; g; hg,(4.10),(4.11),(4.12) in terms of which the elements of Ai; Bi; Ci are








is a nonvanishing term








does not exist in the series ex-
pansion of any other constituent function listed in the Appendix but in the
expansion of fij−k.The same situation is valid for hij1 and hij−1.For the se-
ries expansion of gijk the divisor inverse of all the terms in the expansion
are contained ingijk.It can be seen from (4.10),(4.11),(4.12) that all these ex-
pansions contain dierent terms and each component of the pairs (fijk,fij−k)
and (hij1,hij−1) contain the divisor inverse terms of the other component.
As explained above all the divisor inverse terms of the elements of gijk are
contained again in gijk.
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2.3 The F-flatness Conditions
If we consider the F-flatness conditions of the quotient gauge theory for the
discrete torsion case (2.8) with the new general form of the elds Z i which
satisfy the projection conditions (2.9),(2.10) and (2.11) we may simplify these
equations in terms of the components of the elds Z i in (2.12).When we
substitute (2.12) in (2.8) we get only three distinct equations for Ai; Bi; Ci 2
C1(C3)⊗M33:
CiAj + AiCj + BiBj − !−1(CjAi + AjCi + BjBi) = 0 (2.13)
BiAj + CiCj + AiBj − !−1(BjAi + CjCi + AjBi) = 0 (2.14)
BiCj + CiBj + AiAj − !−1(CjBi + AjAi + BjCi) = −k (2.15)
When we use the denitions from (4.1) to (4.12) in these equations we see
that the 33 matrix on the LHS of (2.15) has always non constant diagonal
elements independent of the choice of the coecients while the RHS is a
diagonal matrix which has complex constant deformation parameters.This is
due to the fact that in the matrix multiplication of the LHS the functions
f; g; h containing divisor inverse terms as mentioned in the previous section
are not multiplied to each other in (2.15). Therefore it is not possible to
choose particular solutions of the projection conditions by specifying the
coecients which will satisfy (2.15). For example for i = 1; j = 2 if we call
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the 3x3 matrix on the LHS of (2.15) M then
M11 = (!(f12−2 + f12−3) + f12−1)(!(f23−1 + f23−3) + f23−2) + (!−1f112
+ f111 + f113)  (!
P
i g23i + h231 + !h23−1) + (
P
i g11i + !
−1h111
+ h11−1)(!(f231 + f232) + f233) + (!(f13−2 + f13−3) + f13−1)
 (!(f22−1 + f22−3) + f22−2) + (!−1f122 + f121 + f123) (!
P
i g22i
+ h221 + !h22−1) + (
P
i g12i + !
−1h121 + h12−1)(!(f221 + f222)
+ f223) + (!(f11−2 + f11−3) + f11−1)(!(f21−1 + f21−3) + f21−2)
+ (!−1f132 + f131 + f133) (!
P
i g21i + h211 + !h21−1) + (
P
i g13i
+ !−1h131 + h13−1)(!(f211 + f212) + f213)− !−1(!(f23−1 + f23−3)
+ f23−2)(!(f12−2 + f12−3) + f12−1) + (!−1f221 + f222 + f223)
 (Pi g12i + !(h121 + h12−1)) + (Pi g22i + !−1h22−1 + h221)(!(f122
+ f123) + f121) + (!(f21−1 + f21−3) + f21−2)(!(f11−2 + f11−3)
+ f11−1) + (!−1f231 + f232 + f233)(
P
i g11i + !(h111 + h11−1))
+ (
P
i g23i + !
−1h23−1 + h231) (!(f112 + f113) + f111) + (!(f22−1
+ f22−3) + f22−2)(!(f13−2 + f13−3) + f13−1) + (!−1f211 + f212
+ f213) (
P
i g13i + !(h131 + h13−1)) + (
P
i g21i + !
−1h21−1 + h211)
 (!(f132 + f133) + f131): (2.16)
Since there are no multiplications between fijk and fij−k or hij1 and hij−1
as well as gijk with itself,also since the constant terms in g functions are
multiplied with the factors which are powers of z1; z2; z3 it is not possible
to nd a set of coecients in (4.10),(4.11)and(4.12) which will give complex
constants as the diagonal elements of M in the RHS of (2.15) and satisfy the
third F-flatness condition.
3 Conclusion
We have showed that the gauge theory (U(3N) SYM ,N =1; d = 4) of the
quotient world volume theory of N independent D-branes on C3/Z3  Z3
which is characterized by the standard projection conditions, [4; 12; 13] does
not contain superpotentials which are analytical at least in an annular domain
and which would satisfy the F-flatness conditions for the discrete torsion case
.This result is achieved by constructing the series expansions of the elds of
the quotient gauge theory around the origin and showing that these elds are
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inconsistent with the F-flatness conditions of the deformed discrete torsion
potential.
As a result in the presence of minimal discrete torsion, the orbifold as seen
by the D-brane cannot get resolved by complex structure deformations (non-
homogeneous F-terms).This result might not have been entirely new(in the
closed-string spectrum,the deformation modes are projected out from the
physical spectrum).The new ingredient is that an explicit and independent
check for the open-string (D-brane) perspective is done by demonstrating the
absence of a proper moduli space in the presence of the deformed potential.
4 Appendix
The explicit form of the matrices Ai; Bi; Ci which are dened in (2.12) are
given in terms of three classes of complex valued elds over C3 namely f; g and
h:These matrices are constructed from the projection conditions (2.9),(2.10)





























































































































When we consider the series expansion of the component functions (
f; g h) of these matrices about the origin due to the projection conditions






3 , a; b; c 2 Z
}
sur-
vive depending on the place of the function in the representation of Z i:The


















































































































 z(2+3m)2 z(1+3n)3 + ij−1nmkz(2+3m)1 z(1+3n)2 z(3+3k)3 ): (4.12b)
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where c; b; ; ;  2 C.
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